Hertalan EPDM accessories

Hertalan
Hertalan has been developing, producing and selling
various synthetic rubber membranes of exceptionally
high quality all over the world since 1965. Based on
these membranes and a series of clever accessories
and application systems, Hertalan supplies several systems for various constructional applications.
Expert advice
We advise clients, architects, contractors and roof covering businesses/fitters on the most suitable roofing
system. We offer expert guidance and support: from application suggestions to design advice and processing
instructions on-site.

Tricky details
There can be cases where fitters come across tricky
details when processing the various Hertalan systems.
Hertalan has developed a broad range of accessories
especially for this purpose. Hertalan EPDM accessories
are additional tools for the application of Hertalan
EPDM systems.

Hertalan EPDM accessories

Hertalan easy stick
Hertalan easy stick is a self-adhesive roofing strip.
This is ideally suitable for the insertion of details
(skylights, etc.) and roof gutters. Hertalan easy
stick is self-adhesive and is applied without naked
flame.
Hertalan easy stick Plus
Hertalan easy stick Plus additionally features a
green EW welding strip for sealing with hot air.
This is used mainly for the incorporation of skylights, chimneys, etc.
Hertalan flashing
Non-vulcanised EDPM rubber which can be flexibly moulded and which vulcanises in the open air.
Hertalan flashing is frequently used for internal
and external corners where standard solutions do
not meet the requirements, such as with nonstandard corners and large, rounded roof pipes.
Hertalan flash weld
Non-vulcanised EPDM rubber with a EW underlay.
Hertalan flash weld is suitable for the same applications as flashing. The difference is that flash
weld is fixed to the underlay with hot air rather
than with adhesives.
Hertalan cover strip
Vulcanised EPDM strip with a EW layer over its
full width. The hertalan cover strip is used mainly
as a seam connector for the transition between
two roofing strips or for T seams.
Hertalan rainwater drainage systems
A PE drain with non-reinforced vulcanised EPDM
flashing attached to it, also available with a EW
welding strip.
Hertalan prefab corners
Prefabricated EPDM internal and external corners.
Also available with a EW welding strip.
Hertalan prefab pipe covers
Prefabricated EPDM roof pipe cover, including
sealing ring for complete incorporation, also available with a EW welding strip.
Hertalan skylight sealing rings
Sealing ring including external corners for the incorporation of skylights, also available with a EW
welding strip.
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